Sperm A-
You are formed in the TESTICLE (Testis).

You move to the EPIDIDYMIS to mature.

When EJACULATION occurs, you start your journey by moving into the VAS DEFERENS.

You move by the SEMINAL VESICLES that provide you sugary food.

You then move through the PROSTATE GLAND that provides you an alkaline protective fluid.

You then pass into the URETHRA getting ready to leave the body.

You try to leave the body, but your penis is wearing a condom, and you are stopped.

Place your mover onto the condom in the center board. Pick up another sperm and continue as Sperm A-2.

You exit the penis and move into the vagina and start swimming.

Your tail moves you up toward the CERVIX and the opening leading to the UTERUS.

You keep swimming and move through the small opening in the CERVIX and enter the UTERUS.

Sperm B-
You are formed in the TESTICLE (Testis).

You move to the EPIDIDYMIS to mature.

When EJACULATION occurs, you start your journey by moving into the VAS DEFERENS.

You move by the SEMINAL VESICLES that provide you sugary food.

You then move through the PROSTATE GLAND that provides you an alkaline protective fluid.

You then pass into the URETHRA getting ready to leave the body.

You weren’t fully developed and don’t finish the journey. You are absorbed into the body.

Place your mover onto the Testicle on the center board. Pick up another sperm and continue as Sperm B-2.

You exit the penis and move into the vagina and start swimming.

Your tail moves you up toward the CERVIX and the opening leading to the UTERUS.

You keep swimming and move through the small opening in the CERVIX and enter the UTERUS.

Sperm C-
You are formed in the TESTICLE (Testis).

You move to the EPIDIDYMIS to mature.

When EJACULATION occurs, you start your journey by moving into the VAS DEFERENS.

You move by the SEMINAL VESICLES that provide you sugary food.

You then move through the PROSTATE GLAND that provides an alkaline protective fluid.

You then pass into the URETHRA getting ready to leave the body.

You exit the penis and move into the vagina and die because the Ph balance is acid.

Place your mover onto the Vagina on the center board. Pick up another sperm and continue as Sperm C-2.

You exit the penis and move into the vagina and start swimming.

Your tail moves you up toward the CERVIX and the opening leading to the UTERUS.

You keep swimming and move through the small opening in the CERVIX and enter the UTERUS.
Sperm A-2: You keep swimming and move into the FALLOPIAN TUBE on the LEFT.

Sperm A-2: There is no egg in this FALLOPIAN TUBE. You die and are absorbed.

Sperm A-2: Place your mover onto the Fallopian Tube on the center board. (game over)

Sperm D-1: You are formed in the TESTICLE (Testis).

Sperm D-1: You move to the EPIDIDYMIS to mature.

Sperm D-1: When EJACULATION occurs, you start your journey by moving into the VAS DEFERENS.

Sperm D-1: You move by the SEMINAL VESICLES that provide you sugary food.

Sperm D-1: You then move through the PROSTATE GLAND that provides you an alkaline protective fluid.

Sperm D-1: You then pass into the URETHRA getting ready to leave the body.

Sperm D-1: You exit the penis and move into the vagina and start swimming.

Sperm D-1: Your tail moves you up toward the CERVIX and the opening leading to the UTERUS.

Sperm B-2: You keep swimming and move into the FALLOPIAN TUBE on the RIGHT.

Sperm B-2: You've been in the FALLOPIAN TUBE for 2 – 3 days. You run out of time…..die/absorbed.

Sperm B-2: Place your mover onto the Fallopian Tube on the center board. (game over)

Sperm E-1: You are formed in the TESTICLE (Testis).

Sperm E-1: You move to the EPIDIDYMIS to mature.

Sperm E-1: When EJACULATION occurs, you start your journey by moving into the VAS DEFERENS.

Sperm E-1: You move by the SEMINAL VESICLES that provide you sugary food.

Sperm E-1: You then move Through the PROSTATE GLAND that provides you an alkaline protective fluid.

Sperm E-1: You then pass into the URETHRA getting ready to leave the body.

Sperm E-1: You exit the penis and move into the vagina and start swimming.

Sperm E-1: Your tail moves you up toward the CERVIX and the opening leading to the UTERUS.

Sperm C-2: You keep swimming and move into the FALLOPIAN TUBE on the LEFT.

Sperm C-2: There is no egg in this FALLOPIAN TUBE. You die and are absorbed.

Sperm C-2: Place your mover onto the Fallopian Tube on the center board. (game over)

Sperm F-1: You are formed in the TESTICLE (Testis).

Sperm F-1: You move to the EPIDIDYMIS to mature.

Sperm F-1: When EJACULATION occurs you start your journey by moving into the VAS DEFERENS.

Sperm F-1: You move by the SEMINAL VESICLES that provide you sugary food.

Sperm F-1: You then move Through the PROSTATE GLAND that provides you an alkaline protective fluid.

Sperm F-1: You then pass into the URETHRA getting ready to leave the body.

Sperm F-1: You exit the penis and move into the vagina and start swimming.

Sperm F-1: Your tail moves you up toward the CERVIX and the opening leading to the UTERUS.
Sperm D-1:
You keep swimming and move through the small opening in the CERVIX and enter the UTERUS.

Sperm E-1:
You keep swimming and move through the small opening in the CERVIX and enter the UTERUS.

Sperm F-1:
You are attacked by white blood cells because you are a foreign cell…die/absorbed.

Sperm D - 1:
You keep swimming and move into the FALLOPIAN TUBE on the RIGHT.

Sperm E - 1:
You keep swimming and move into the FALLOPIAN TUBE on the RIGHT.

Sperm F - 1:
Place your mover onto the Vagina on the center board. Pick up another sperm and continue as Sperm F-2.

Sperm D - 1:
You are attacked by white blood cells because you are a foreign cell…die/absorbed.

Sperm E - 1:
You are attacked by white blood cells because you are a foreign cell…die/absorbed.

Sperm F - 1:
Place your mover onto the Vagina on the center board. Pick up another sperm and continue as Sperm F-2.

Sperm D - 1:
You are attacked by white blood cells because you are a foreign cell…die/absorbed.

Sperm E - 1:
You are attacked by white blood cells because you are a foreign cell…die/absorbed.

Sperm F - 1:
Place your mover onto the Vagina on the center board. Pick up another sperm and continue as Sperm F-2.

Sperm D - 1:
You are attacked by white blood cells because you are a foreign cell…die/absorbed.

Sperm E - 1:
You are attacked by white blood cells because you are a foreign cell…die/absorbed.

Sperm F - 1:
Place your mover onto the Vagina on the center board. Pick up another sperm and continue as Sperm F-2.

Sperm D - 1:
You are attacked by white blood cells because you are a foreign cell…die/absorbed.

Sperm E - 1:
You are attacked by white blood cells because you are a foreign cell…die/absorbed.

Sperm F - 1:
Place your mover onto the Vagina on the center board. Pick up another sperm and continue as Sperm F-2.

Sperm D - 1:
You are attacked by white blood cells because you are a foreign cell…die/absorbed.

Sperm E - 1:
You are attacked by white blood cells because you are a foreign cell…die/absorbed.

Sperm F - 1:
Place your mover onto the Vagina on the center board. Pick up another sperm and continue as Sperm F-2.